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Safety, Sustainability, and Savings
Application Brief 

Introduction 
The Sub-fab has historically been somewhat of an 
afterthought in semiconductor fabrication facilities. Unlike 
the main processing corridors of the main FAB the equipment 
in the sub-fab is relegated to systems associated with basic 
tool management and waste handling: dry vacuum pumps, 
combustion and absorber abatement systems and water 
handler and chillers along with bulk materials delivery and 
management are come of the key functions sub-fab 
equipment performs.  

However, as the impact that the semiconductor manufacture 
footprint has on the environment becomes increasing 
important to fab operators, driven by their clients demands 
for greater sustainability, the sub-fab is increasing seen as a 
critical part of driving efficiency and sustainability. Along with 
the omnipresent need for safety, the added focus on sustainability and efficiency is driving a renewed focus 
on running sub-fab equipment smarter using real-time in-situ monitor and control. 

The Problems 
The three pillars of sub-fab management, namely: Safety, Sustainability and Savings are receiving renewed 
attention.  

For molecular Level Safety monitoring: Advanced processes are driving a need as new and hazardous 
materials and by products are increasing needed for leading edge logic, foundry, and memory processes 
especially where selective processing chemistry is used in ALD and ALE. A  2019 study showed that in greater 
than 30 adverse events in 2017-2019 include explosions, fires, exothermic reactions, chemical reactions, and 
off-gassing. Most events occurred in the sub-FAB in the exhaust handling pathway from the chamber 
through abatement systems. 

Some current examples where molecular safety monitoring is used would include:  high-K dielectric materials 
based on Zirconium used for logic gates and DRAM capacitor constructs when explosive Zirconium metallic 
particles are a potential by product.  Additionally high order silane chemistry used in atomic level deposition of 
silicon oxides in flash memory manufacturing present challenges with active leak detection to prevent fires 
and hazardous by product gases and condensates that need to be monitored and managed. 

Beyond safety, sustainability is sharply in focus:  Recent studies show that greater than 80% of a 
smartphones carbon footprint is generated, not during use, but during manufacturing, with semiconductors 
contributing the largest (~40%) and growing portion of the total.  While green energy use and water recycling 
efforts in FABs have made major impacts to green-house gas and water consumption metrics, the material 
portion of the semiconductor FAB sustainability challenge continues to grow as a percentage of the total.   
Finding a robust way to monitor and reduce the amount of material used during manufacturing is a critical 
next step for the semiconductor industry, and one that requires an innovative approach to in-situ materials 
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monitoring and quantification.  A critical first step is establishing a ‘baseline’ for processes and equipment 
today so that changes in material use can be monitored and quantified accurately. 

Savings from Safety and Sustainability initiatives:  It goes without saying that the cost of safety 
equipment deployment is small, relative the cost to employees, equipment, production, and reputation 
associated with accidents.  However, sustainability initiatives have a more complex return on investment 
profile.  Less material usage, results in less waste and significant reductions in associated materials and 
abatement related costs.  However, beyond pure cost recovery associated with running FABs more 
efficiently, many semiconductor consumers are increasingly looking at sustainability as part of their supplier 
selection criteria.  The biggest consumer of semiconductors in the world, Apple inc., is a leader in driving 
semiconductor FABs to reduce reuse and recycle materials and holding them accountable for long term 
sustainability gains.  Substantial and lucrative supplier contracts are increasing coming with a need to drive 
sustainability goals within fabs and most of that work happens in the sub-FAB where waste is managed.      

The Solution
The common thread to Sub-FAB applications of safety, sustainability and savings is that to improve them you 
must measure and quantify the materials to be managed.  There is a need for robust, quantified, and real-
time metrology both on the chamber and as part of the sub-fab infrastructure.    The Aston family of real-
time semiconductor metrology solutions from Atonarp provide in-situ quantified metrology that is 10x to 100x 
better on the key sensitivity/speed metric than other residual gas analyzers with a robust plasma ionization 
solution that allows them to work with harsh process gases and by-products.   
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Summary 
Aston’s advanced molecular profiling with a speed/sensitivity capability that is 10x to 100x better than other 
RGAs is enabling advanced sub-fab applications to improve safety, sustainability and saving costs in the 
process.   

On chamber and in the sub-fab Aston enables safety and sustainability monitoring and control 

Atonarp is advancing medical diagnostics, life sciences research, and industrial process control through next-generation digital 
molecular profiling. In-situ molecular profiling in advanced manufacturing means higher throughput, improved efficiency, and 
reduced waste. Real-time, quantitative diagnostic tests can improve outcomes and patient satisfaction at lower cost.  
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